SICHAT RABBANIM

RABBINIC MENTORING IN CONVERSATION
A PROJECT OF SICHA

Sichat Rabbanim offers individualized programs
for intellectual, spiritual, personal and professional
growth designed for rabbis who seek to renew
themselves as reflective and imaginative learners
and leaders.

• Sichat Rabbanim combines mentoring, text
study, personal reflection, spiritual exploration and
applied insights in order to help rabbis recognize
and value an evergrowing self within an always
changing vocation.

Rich and full rabbinic life requires that a rabbi
attend to the needs of the reflective spirit while
also being a faithful steward and careful nurturer
of the ideas and language of Jewish religious
imagination across the centuries.

• Sichat Rabbanim invites rabbis to bring
personal strengths, as well as spiritual and
intellectual imagination, into a sustained and
dynamic conversation with classical Jewish
sources.

Sichat Rabbanim, a unique learning and
professional initiative for rabbis, was designed by
Rabbi Steven Sager, who combines a wide
command of classical Jewish texts and modern
Israeli poetry with a career of more than three
decades in the rabbinate.

• Sichat Rabbanim reflects the belief that rabbis
best serve themselves and their work when they
engage in, model, and renew the timeless rabbinic
method of bringing ancient texts into conversation
with claims, questions, and complexities of
contemporary life.

Sichat Rabbanim has provided mentorship and enrichment opportunities to rabbis since 2010.
B’nei Sicha, rabbinic learning partners, serve in both affiliated and nonaffiliated communities
across the United States. The rabbinic mentoring and enrichment programs described here are
the outcome of study and reflection as to how Sichat Rabbanim programs can more efficiently
support rabbis in their work.

SICHAT RABBANIM PROGRAMS
Sichat Rabbanim, unlike larger institutional programs for rabbinic enrichment, promotes learning through
the development of a personal as well as a spiritual and intellectual hevruta between each rabbinic
conversation partner (Ben/Bat Sicha) and Rabbi Sager. In order to enable a vibrant, flexible, responsive
Jewish future that grows vigorously from a rich Jewish past, all Sichat Rabbanim programs promote:
• The conversation between ancient texts and personal experience;
• The conversation between intellectual formulations and spiritual insights;
• The conversation between personal needs and public values.

Eilu v'Eilu:
A Year of Discerning
Eilu v'Eilu* ("these words and also these") is a
program designed for extended exploration, reflection
and enrichment that lead to personal and professional
growth. B'nei Sicha participate in a mutually designed
program of learning, shaped in response to each
rabbi’s interests as well as personal and professional
goals.
Rabbis applying to Eilu v'Eilu are asked to form,
together with Rabbi Sager, a focusing question to
guide the creation of a unique, personal program.
During a year of learning, including weekly
conversations with Rabbi Sager, B'nei Sicha expand
their focusing question in conversation with an array of
classical and contemporary sources. Thematically
appropriate texts are the loom on which personal
insights, practice, and projects are woven. Personal
experiences and texts become mutually illuminating;
the life of the rabbi often becomes a primary text to
which ancient sources are commentary.
Examples of focusing questions include:
• How can faith, or its absence, inform my personal
and public life?
• In what ways does my life lead to prayer and does
prayer lead to my life?
• How can I better explore a foundational sacred
story or image that nourishes me?
Click for a sample unit of Eilu v'Eilu.
*Babylonian Talmud Eruvin 13B

Mikkud:
Focused Projects and Sabbaticals
Mikkud ("focus") is similar to the yearlong Eilu v'Eilu
program but is of shorter duration, directed to a
narrower set of professionally specific goals such as
producing a sermon/teaching cycle, creation of a
curriculum, or exploring a new area of personal or
professional interest.
Mikkud consists of one or more 12 week learning
modules. A rabbi might want to extend a Mikkud
learning theme into a second module, or create a
sequence of themes. Time, distance and funds often
make participation in large and long term programs
difficult. This program offers a personalized and
directed program of study that can accommodate a
rabbi’s unique rhythm and resources.
The flexible timeframe of Mikkud makes this program
useful for rabbis who have the opportunity of a
sabbatical and want to assure that part of the time is
devoted to study and personal spiritual growth.
Mikkud is also suited to learning that will enrich
specific projects such as reimagining or revitalizing the
prayer community, or developing a curriculum for adult
or intergenerational learning.
Click below for samples of Mikkud learning themes:
• Sample unit on Faith
• Sample unit on Blessing
• Sample unit on Yizkor

Yamim Nora’im:
Preparing For The Days of Awe
Yamim Nora’im consists of onehour sessions in
which a rabbi can develop themes for the Yamim
Nora’im. Each session helps a rabbi to enrich and
deepen an individually selected theme by creating
divrei Torah, curriculum modules, or other programs
and projects grounded in High Holiday motifs.

SICHAT RABBANIM FEES
Eilu v'Eilu

Mikkud

Yamim Nora'im

$4,200*
for a one-year
program of
individualized study

$1,500
for a 12-session
module of
individualized study

$136
for a one-hour
session of
individualized study

Actual costs have been subsidized by Sicha donors in order to allow rabbis and communities the benefits of sustained learning.

*

For more information and to apply ,
contact info @ sichaconversation . org
RABBI STEVEN G. SAGER, Director of Sicha, is the
Rabbi Emeritus of Beth El Synagogue in Durham, NC,
where he served as rabbi for 32 years. He is a
graduate of the Reconstructionist Rabbinical College
(RRC) and he earned a Ph.D. in Rabbinic Literature at
Duke University. Rabbi Sager has been a teacher,
rabbinic advisor and mentor for students and graduates
of the RRC, the Hebrew Union College, The Jewish
Theological Seminary and the Rabbinical School of the
Boston Hebrew College. Rabbi Sager is an adjunct
faculty member of the Duke Divinity School and is a
Senior Rabbinic Fellow of the Shalom Hartman Institute
in Jerusalem. Read more here.

The programs of Sichat Rabbanim are dedicated to enabling
rich conversations between the private and the public,
between the timely and the timeless commitments
to personal and to community life.

